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G. ISFiS page 5 par-graph 33f2), Subject’s acquaintance 
Tamara iEPLODOVA arJ her husbaru Vasiliy I.'EKRASGV. There are no traces 
on KhCLCDCVA or Mh«4bOV.

H. ISFiS page 7, paragraph 1QA, Subject’s acquaintance Lev 
GRDZGkX<IY. There are no traces cn GROZ0VSKIY.

I. ISP<3 page 1 r paragraph 103, Subject's acquaintance 
Tatyana ZAREDSKAYA. There are ro traces on .

*ZAREDSKAYA, Tatyana
SEX: F

. DDB: C1929
P33: USSR, Moscow
CIT: USSR
CCC: Dentist
LOC: USSR, .Moscow

Inown to 201-926536. Subject is a dental surgeon. She is 
Jewish and a Party member. Now carried to her second husband Petr LNU. 
She is considering emigrating.

J. ISPKD page 8, paragraph 10D, Subject's acquaintance Galina 
SERGEYEVA. There are no traces on

‘SERGEYEVA, Galina
SEX: F
DOB: C1952
FOB: USSR, Moscow
CIT: USSR
CCC: Secretary

Known to 201-926536. Forcer MFA secretary. Divorced from a 
foreign black student. Has been arrested for black market dealings.

K. ISPKD page 8, paragraph 10E, Subject's /second cousin) 
Sofiya SHURINA. There are no traces on OO

. ‘SRJRIKA, Sofiva
SEX: F '
ixB;
PO3: USSR ’
CIT: USSR
CCC: Music teacher
LOC: USSR, Moscow

Known to 201-926535. Piano teacher. Black marketeer. Has a 
large circle of friends among diplomats and foreign students.
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L. ISPKD page 9, parrgraph 1OF, Subject’s acquaintance Lev 
Dasovich MIPMVJ. There are no traces on MIRMAN. As of April 1971 
tne chief of U3K0 in Moscow was one B. To. SAMARJD.KO.

M. ISPKD page 9, paragraph 10G, Subject’s acquaintance 
Anatoliy FISH. There are no traces on

*FISH, Anatoliy
SEX: M
DOS: C1940
POB: USSR
CIT: USSR
OCC: Engineer
LOC: USSR, Moscow

Known to 201-926536. Construction engineer for research 
institute. Grad of Kuybyshev Building institute. An extremely anti
Soviet Jew, he wants to emigrate.

N. ISPKD page 9, paragraph 10H, Subject's acquaintance 
Svetlana KAL’KS. There are no traces cn

I 

i

I

J

‘KALMAN, Svetlana
SEX: F
DOB: C1944
POB: USSR
CIT: USSR
OCC: Model
LOC: USSR

Known to 201-926536. Well-known cannikin at todels’ House.
Unmarried. Knows many foreigners. Mother works for Intourist.

Distribution:
Crig. - IP/AN (classify into 201-926536, ZR AhTGXW to 201-857957, 

ZR JD1SEYEV to 201-9C9959, index all asterisked nases.)
1 - SB/CCPS (via AD/SB/COPS/SA)
1 - SB/USSR
1 - SB/Si/I Sterile Distribution:
1 - SB/X/EU 1 - FBI (Part one only)
1 - SBSA/DS chrono 1 - ECD (Part one only)
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SX-23312
29 August 1974

lE-ERADLM FOR BL RECORD

SUBJECT: Internal Supplement to Preliminary Know! edgeability 
Debriefing of Soviet Emigre Irina Mikhaylovna LIPUNA

The following information was made available by Subject, 
Irina Mikhaylovna LIPKINA., in response to inquiries based on 
Part II of the Debriefing Guide. This infomaticr. is for internal 
use only.

I. FOREIGN CCNTACTS/ACQUAINTANCES WHILE IN THE SOVIET UNION:

A. Viktor (LNU) is a guest of the Soviet Government, a 
scholarship student at Miscow State University (MGU). A black 
African from Nigeria, where his father s ill resides, Viktor (ala 
Victar) is married to a Soviet woman about 27 years old who is an 
instructor in the English faculty of MCU. Viktor himself is probably 
in his early thirties. Viktor travels a lot on journalistic 
assignments; Subject didn't know whether Viktor's journalistic jobs 
are performed for Soviet press organs or foreign periodicals. Subject 
recalls Victor claims to have relatives in the United States. Victor’s 
wife, whose name Subject could not remember, should have had a baby 
about six or seven months ago, i.e. in about January or February 1974. 
Victor kites living in the Soviet Union; be feels persecuted because 
of racial discrimination against himself and, especially against his 
wife for having carried a Negro. He fears for the fate of his mulatto 
baby. As soon as he can arrange to get her out of the country with him, 
he intends to settle in England, where he allegedly has coney in the 
bank, placed there by his father from Nigeria. Subject could not 
provide even approximate dates when Viktor may have originally arriv0^ 
in the USSR. o object believes Victor is still a Nigerian citizen.

B. Bill (presumably William) MARTIN: 
-  - ’ o ; -z ! :• y

Subject said she had been told by her cousin Sofiya SHURIN^ 
and a friend Igor ERENBURG that MERTLN had been an American spy who 
arrived in Moscow about 1963. His espionage activities were allegedly 
discovered by the KGB, who interrelated and broke him. Through 
interrogation, the KGB was able to "double" hin back against the 
Americans. Under the decriefer’s queries as to why the KGB would have
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use for a doubled America" ese-t in >?Ojco», Subject replied she 
didn't izxierscand why .".artin could be a valuable double agent, merely 
she had been told he was.

When Martin first arrived in Moscow, circa 1965, he was 
about 32 years old. Ke is now at least forty, although he looks 
somewhat younger. He is about 6 feet, three inches ’.nil with ’.ery 
sl.ort blend hair, a round, freckled face, blue eyes, and an average 
build. He is unmarried, reportedly has no employment, and resides 
in a large apartment building near the embassy district in Moscow.

C. Subject was acquainted with ERIC (L‘JP, a cathecatician 
and menber of the French team at the Serpukhov atonic center. Eric 
and Subject's husband were engaged in speculation in icons.

D. Subject net several other foreign nationals with when 
her husband traded in foreign currency, icons, objets d’art, but 
could not renenber any additional details about then which are not 
covered in debriefings of her husband.

2. RELATIVES, FRIEMJS, AM) .ACQUAINTANCES WHO OCCUPY POSITIONS 
OF INTELLIGENCE INTEREST OR TRAILL ABROAD OX PCS OR TCf BASIS:

A. See separate SX memo No. 23524 on Alla and Danya LNU, 
probably identifiable- as Alla and Kin Akhnedavich KOSEEV. Koshev is 
second secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Arman, Jordan.

B. See separate SX memo No. 23628 on Sergej* MViSHIN, 
physicist, employed in a scientific research institute under the 
auspices of Moscow State University.

C. See separate SX seco No. 23642 on Galina Davidovna 
BABUSHKINA, Soviet hairdresser and judge of international coirpetitions, 
and her husband, Leonid BABUSHKIN, an oral surgeon.

D. See separate SX nemo No. 23635 or. Subject's half-brother 
Leonid MOGILEVSKIY, now a resident of Vienna, Austria, as well as 
information on Ffogilevskiy in Paragraph 14B of the Preliminary 
Knowledgeability Debriefing of Subject.

E. See separate SX memo No. 23695 on Subject’s first cousins 
Leonid Khaymovich and Grigoriy Khaynovich SOKOLOVSKIY, a physicist and 
an aviation engineer respectively, both of wheel are involved in secret 
work.
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F. See separate SX nerro No. 23791 on Nella C-LCTA, 
journalist employed Ln the American section of the Nbvcsti ’’ress 
Agency (APX) Ln Moscow.

! -

G. See separate SX memo No. 23702 on Mikhail FjGSTARCHJK, 
an Irzestiya correspondent, —id its wife, Irirm .‘likhaylr.T.i PvSL-PfHJK, 
a teacher of Russian literature in a closed military institute.

H. Subject identified the following additional persons 
who occupy positions of intelligence interest, who serve abroad, or 
who travel to the West. In the cases of those persons described below, 
there was insufficient information frac Subject or insufficient apparent 
vulnerabilities to justify separate SX reporting-

(1) Yelena pnu BYSTRITSKAYA, a rather well-known Soviet 
film actress who was born about 1954 in Moscow. Cne of her fa-nous roles 
was Ln the fils of Sholokhov's novel "Tikhii Don" (Quiet Flows the Don). 
Subject net Bystritskaya through her twin sister Vera DLL'GINA in about 
1963. At the tine. Subject's sister was working in Moscow as an 
orderly at the dental polyclinic near the DzerthLnskiy netro station, 
rot far from the Ministry of Foreign Trade. This polyclinic serves 
many Soviets who travel abroad -- employees of the Ministry of Foreign 
Trade, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and, Subject assumes, the KGB. 
Bystritskaya was able to l:ave her teeth fixed there as she is rarried 
to a Soviet diplcrat, IGOR L\U. Subject is certain he has a different 
surname than his wife's who has retained hers throughout their irarriage. 
Igor's current assignment is to a liigh diplomatic post in the Soviet 
Embassy in Paris. Subject believes he holds the rank of counselor. 
About SO years old, Igor was born in Moscow. He is tall, on the thin 
side, with grey hair, and a distinguished looking face. He left for 
his PCS assignment Ln Paris in 1973. Subject believes Igor completed 
the Institute of Foreign Trade (not further identified by Subject) 
in Moscow. Bystritskaya has not accompanied her husband on his tours 
abroad as she has her own film career to pursue in Moscow. She did 
travel with him on vacation to France in about 196S or 1969; her 
husband speaks fluent French. Bystritskaya is a totally apolitical 
person who is interested only in her career; basically she has a good 
heart. Both Bystritskaya and Igor are Party members.

(2) Aleksey pnu Inu and Galina pm Liu: This couple 
lived as of October 1973 on the 9th floor of house number three, korpus 
three, on ulitsa 25 Bakinskikh Komissarov in Moscow, where Subject 
and her husband resided from 1970 through 1973. The husband, ALEKSEY, 
is a Dagestani (pagestenets) national, who is a Professor of Cardiology 
in an important medical institute on Pirogov street. He was born about 
1959. His wife, GALINA, bcm in Moscow in about 1946, is a Russian national
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She is also a physician and -rks in the sane medicil institute as does 
her husband. Subject doesn’t believe either of than are Party members 
and both are extremely anti-Srciet. They maintain a large collection of 
foreign books, both in Russian and other languages, in their apartment. 
They buy and sell these books on the black rarkec and speculate in 
dianc-rtis and illegally-procured foreign goods as well. Subject observed 
an English-language history of the Ccmnist Party of the Soviet Union, 
published. Subject thinks, in .-’erica, in their book collection.
The couple lias a 1-1/2 year old daughter, l'asha (Mariya).

(3) LIKA (L\U). probably currently employed in the hear 
Eastern department of the fcicsti Press .Agency in Moscow. Subject net 
Lina when Subject was employel as a master hairdresser at Salon .'.umber 
Five on ulitsa Kozitskaya in Moscow, which is located near the APN 
building frem 1957-69. Lina wes one of Subject's clients there and 
continued to have Subject do her hair when Subject roved to Salon 
Number Six on ulitsa Medvedeva. Never married, LINA was bom about 
1939; site is a Russian national. From about 1966-71, she served as 
secretary to Danya pnu Inu (possibly identifiable as Kim Akhmedcvich 
KOSHEV), who was then a political attache in the Soviet Embassy in 
Damascus. When she returned to Moscow, she began working in the Near 
Eastern section of Novosti, tut told Subject in 1972 that she expected 
to be sent abroad again to a Soviet embassy, probably in the Middle East. 
About 5’4" in height, Lina is stock}' and plump, with short reddish hair 
teased high on her head, green eyes, a straight nose, and a round face. 
A simple, uncomplicated person. Lina's interests are food, good 
restaurants, good times, liquor, and her cany lovers, most of whan are 
in the Soviet diplomatic community. Lina comes from a worker's family 
and probably has only a secondary education.

(4) Gennadiy pnu ANTONOV (Subject is not absolutely 
sure of his surname; Antonov was as approximate as she could cone). 
Subject and her sister occupied Antonov’s apartment on Kholturinskuya 
ulitsa near the Preobrazhenskoye r.etro station off and on for a year in 
about 1959-70. At the time, Antonov was serving in economic affairs in 
the Soviet Embassy in thdrid. Subject believes his tour there was from 
1963 until 1973. Antonov is a close friend of Subject's half-brother 
Leonid Mikhavlcvich MOGILEVSKIY 'see SX-23-35) who arranged fcr Hs 
sisters to join Antonov's rotrer Mariya Ivanovna in the large 4-reon 
apartment while Antonov was away. Subject net Antonov once in 1970 
when he was on home leave in Moscow. Subject described him as about 
average height and weight, with dark brown short hair, and square-rimmed 
glasses. Subject puts Antonov’s approximate date of birth as 1939. 
Antonov’s wife, who accompanied him to Madrid, is tall and fat. Subject 
doesn't reaazber her name. The couple have a daughter, possibly named 
Natasha, who would be about nine years old today. The daughter was not 
with her parents in Spain. Subject thinks she learned from her brother 
that Anzor.cv finished the Institute of Foreign Relations Qil'D) under the 
Ministry cf Foreign Affairs, where he studied English among other 
lar.guag-s. He is a careerist _rd Party ru-rmer who fellows the straight 
and narrow iueological path, at least on the surface. Antonov's father
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perished during World Kar II. Subject is certain her half-brother 
Icgiievskiy can supply much additional information on Antonov.

(S) Lev A Z^A'AN, a 45-year-old Armenian, is the Director 
of the "Charodeyka" beamr-' salon, located on Kalinin Prospe'-x in ycszcj. 
According to Subject, the Charodeyka is one of the two cost fashionable 
beauty salens in Subject betate acquainted with Armaryan
through her mother, wm worked as a cashier at the Charodeyka salon 
from 1970 to 1973. Ambaryan is the personal barter of Alt mey KCS1GIX, 
Chairman of the USSR Council of .'■Ministers. Ue constantly gees to 
Kosygin’s apartment to cut his hair. Anbaryaa Jias also traveled abroad 
on several occasions during the past few years to ccrpete Ln and judge 
international barber competitions, primarily those held Ln socialist 
countries. In addition ta Kosygin, Amburyan has other clients within 
the top rank of the Party and government, whose hair he cuts in their 
private apartments. Of average height, Ambaryan looks like a typical 
Armenian — he is plump with black curly hair, black eyes, and an olive 
complexion. His wife, Tatara AMBARYAN, is about 40 years old, and also 
works as a barber (for men) at the Charodeyka salon.

3. ARRESTS A\D PASSIBLE KGB RELATIONSHIPS:

A. Subject claims she was never arrested.

B. Subject identified the following individuals as 
KGB-affiliated:

(1) Subject's neighbors on the first floor of house 
ntnber three, korpus three or. ulitsa 26 Bakinskikh Komissarov in Moscow, 
who occupied, she believes, apartment number 330, were a couple named 
Tanya (Tatyana) and ANATOLIY (L\U). Subject considers Tanya an informer 
(stukach) for the KGB. Officially, Tanya works somewhere on the 
Ploshchad Nagina. Her husband, Anatoliy (Tolya) is the sen of an 
important Party man who is the Head of a trust. The father gets good 
jobs for Anatoliy. Anatoliy was in Iran from about 1972-73 as a 
translator; he sneaks English and seme French. Subject opined he probably 
worked for the KGB there, although he was officially under the auspices 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. When he returned to Moscow in 
about 1975, his father got him a job as a construction engineer in a 
scientific research hr irate (other., ise unidentified). Subject 
believes the couple has many friends who work in or around the KG3.

(2) Subject was formerly well-acquainted with Tamara 
1TLLCBOVA (maiden name), who worked in Subject's last place of 
employment as a master hairdresser from 1967-72. (The Salon Number One 
on Kuznetsky Most in Moscow). Born about 1946 in Moscow and a Russian 
national, Kholodova is a Party activist who held positions of importance 
in the Komsomol Ccnriittee of the D ter chins kiy rayon. In abo^l.9~I,
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she carried the chauffeur cf one of the top Parr.- men in the C?SU, 
a nan Subject believes is rm-d Vasiliy 1Z1PASJV. After her carriage 
she landed a job in the beauty salon of the Intourist Hotel, which 
caters only to foreigners. Through her awn co.-nections, Kholccova 
obtained a position as chauffeur for her husband at the Sr/iet Embassy 
in Stcckholm. The couple departed together for Sweden about a year ago, 
in the summer of 1975. Subject believes chat both Kholodova and her 
husband report to the XC3- Subject’s husband believes MlRASvV is a 
KGB officer. Both of thes“ people were described by Subject as faithful 
Comuiists and good Party r.erhers.

C. See Paragraph IB above for information on Bill MARTIN,
whan Subject heard was an .'merican spy who had been doubled 'ey the KGB.

4. DISSIDENTS INFORMATICS:

Subject was never involved in any dissident activities in the 
Soviet Union. She had no interest in underground literature (samiadat) 
and never read any, nor did she ever read Russian-language cocks 
published abroad. It is unlikely Subject would have read such raterial 
or participated in dissident activities even hod she had the chance to do 
so, as Subject and her husband disdained the efforts of the Soviet 
dissidents as foolish and pointless. Subject herself has only a seccndary 
ecucaticn and limited mentality. She is not interested Ln ideological 
matters and is an apolitical person. It is highly doubtful Subject 
read mcii of anything, forbidden or otherwise.

5. INFORMATION CONCERNING SOVIET NATIONALISM PROBLEMS:

None. Subject has difficult}* differentiating between the 
various minority nationalities of the Soviet Union and tends to lump 
certain of then together under convenient generic terns, such as 
"Siriytsy" (Syrians) for Soviets of Turkic or other Moslem nationality 
descent. Subject had no interest in the plight of minority nationalities 
in the USSR. She recognized it was her Jewish ancestry which helped 
her to emigrate legally from the USSR, but that is as far as it went.

6. COMMENT CONCERNING FOREIGN RADIO BROADCASTS TO THE SOVIET UNION:

Not covered in this debriefing. Subject never mentioned listening 
to foreign radio, even in passing.

7. CRI5E IN THE SOVIET UNION:

Subject apparently was not personally involved in criminal 
activities in the Soviet Union, but she was well aware of her husband's 
continual black market operations. Subject's husband dealt successfully

6
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in speculation ir. icons, gems. gold, objets d'art, and fcreigr. currency, 
and occasionally bought and resold marijuana and l^shdsr. -- ali c: these 
activities are considered erm:r.xl acts in the USSR. retails cf 
Subject's husband’s activities ray be found in ris cebriefir,?. See 
especially SX-23634 on Subject’s husband’s knowledge of Soviet black 
racket activities, and Menoranimi for the Record, dated 30 "ay 1974 in 
Subject's husband's 201-922053.

8. INFORMATION PERTAIXLG TO SOVIET MAIL CE30RSH1P PlfCEIXTES:

Ko information.

9. KI41jaLEDGE.42,tl,ITY PEC-fRDING KGS 3D2US C?ER."OI USSR:

None.

10. IDENTIFICATION OF CaER SOVIETS hHO MAY BE OF POSSIBLE OPS 
INTEREST:

~ In addition to those individuals covered above in paragraphs
~two and three, Subject was debriefed on the following Soviet personalities 

who may be of marginal operational interest.

A. Lev GPDZOVSKIY: Grozovskiy is the Director cf the Dental 
Polyclinic near the Dzerzhinskoye metro station in central Lb-scow. 
This clinic is located near the building of the Soviet Ministry of Foreign 
Trade and is frequented by many Soviet officials who travel abroad and 
their families (cf. Paragraph 2H(1) above ca Bystritskaya). Crozcvskiy, 
as director of the polyclinic, is very knowledgeable or. its clientele. 
Himself an oral surgeon (stcmatolog), Grozovskiy is about 55 years old 
and a Jew. Subject met him through her brother Leonid irGILEVSKIY who 
is a stomatologist by training. Grozovskiy is a Party member. His 
daughter, Liliya, is also a stomatologist and is married to a construction 
engineer named Lev LNU. In order to supplement his income, Grozovskiy 
dues private dental work on the side (na levo).

B. Tatjana ZAREDSK.AYA is another stomatologist employed 
at the dental polyclinic described above. About 45 years old, she is 
Jewish and a Part}' member, born in Moscow. Her first husband, whose 
surname she still uses, was Yevgeniy ZARElSKIY, who worked at the wae 
clinic as a cental technologist, tier second husband, PEi.-v t.x_'C>j is an 
architect, who is also a Party member. Zaredskaya, as cf October 1975, 
was considering applying to legally emigrate from the Soviet Union. 
Also involved in work "on the side", Zaredskaya averaged five rubles 
per tooth in her illegal private practice. Officially, a dentist gets 
only one ruble for filling a tooth.

7
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C. L1?A (pr.u Inc) and VETO?. ("tzi jnu) occupied a 7th 
floor apartment in the building where Subject resided until her 
departure free, the Soviet Union -- house three, kornus three, ulitsa 
26 Bakinskikh Xcr.iss.nrcv in Lbscow. This couple is Jewish and are both 
Candidates of Science. Subject believes their field of expertise is 
physics. They both work in the same very secret installation identified 
only by post office hex. Subject does not kr-cw the nt-rher nor the location 
of this installation. So th from ’bscow, the husband Viktor is about 
42 years old, his wife about 40. They have an eleven-year-old son 
named Zhenya (Yevgeniy). Viktor apparently reads English and understands 
spoken English to an extent. Ha is tall and dark, with a solid build. 
She looks like a typical Armenian with short dark curly hair, dark eyes, 
and a deep olive complexion.

D. Galina SERGEYEVA, born in 1952 in Moscow, came from 
a poor worker's family. In 1970, when she was 18, she got a job in the 
department of administration for Soviet foreign correspondents in the 
Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Working in a menial capacity there, 
she received a meager salary cf less than eighty rubles per month, and in 
order to supplement her income, became involved in illegal black market 
foreign currency deals. She began sleeping around with black students 
at Lumumba University (PHI) from whom she received foreign currency 
(valuta). She used this to make transactions in the foreign currency 
stores. In 1971, when she was only nineteen, she was apprehended by 
the police Q?.D) who took her to the Petrovka. She received a two-year 
sentence which forbade her to travel anywhere outside of the environs 
of Moscow. She lost her job at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and 
got a job as a secretary in seme establishment in 1-bscow Colast'. In the 
meantime, she married one of the black students she had been sleeping 
with. Subject doesn't know his name. He finished his term at Luinrzba 
about 1-1/2 years ago and sought to return home. As she was forbidden 
to leave kbscow by virtue of her criminal record, he divorced her and 
returned to Africa alone. Despondent, Galina proceeded to begin 
sleeping around again with other black students and diplomats and 
dealing in foreign currency exchanges once again. Subject described 
Galina as a plain-looking girl.

<3
I

E. Sofiya SHURINA is Subject’s second cousin on Subject's 
mother’s side. She is 24-years-old, a graduate of the pedagogical 
faculty cf a techrdcut, where she specialised Ln music. She then 
completed the Pedagogical Institute Lmeni Lenin by studying evenings 
and received a diploma in 1973. She currently teaches piano in a 
rtisic school. Unmarried, Shurina has a large circle of friends among 
diplcmats and foreign students. Sine is also involved in black market 
operations.

8
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F. Lev Cariovich ISm-AN, a Jew, about 50 years cf age, 
is a Party and head of ‘he U3KO (Vbrcvleniye h/tovojc Kxnxal' 
nego Cbsluthivaniya - Administration of Cortanul Living Sen-ices) cf 
the Moscow Gorispolkom. He is a close friend of Subj-^t's brother 
Leonid Mogilevskiy. His son, Valeriy HITMAN (see reporting ir. Subject’s 
husband's 201) vas a blackuirhtteer and pr.m who w=5 arrested in 1373 
and is now serving a 15-year sentence in the prison far especially 
dangerous criminals in LGCVSK. A talented, proper, faithful servant 
of the Party, the senior Mirman lost his job as Deputy head of a large 
combine when his son was arrested.

G. Anatoli FISH is a construction engineer in an overt 
scientific research institute. About 34 years old, he finished the 
Building Institute imeni Kuybyshev. lie is extremely anti-Soviet and, 
as a Jew, wants to emigrate from the Soviet Union. He works with fnu 
ZAPJ-DSKIY, the cousin of the stomatologist LAPEDSKAYA. described above in 
paragraph 103.

H. Svetlana KAL'MAX is a famous Soviet model who works 
in the so-called yodels' House (den modeley) cn Kalinin prospekt. 
She is beautiful and a rather famous mannikin. Now about 30 y-mrs old, 
she is urmarried, but has frepuent love affairs, irany cf which are with 
foreigner;. An ethnic Russian, her father died during • ’or id '.<ar II. 
Her nether used to work for Intourist and possibly still does. Kal’nan's 
mother is a Part)' member, but the model is not.

11. ELICITATION FROM SCv?£E OF GTrZR POSSIBLE EMIGRE SOURCES
OF PI AND OPS LEADS INTEREST:

Subject, as did her husband, constantly referred to her half
brother Leonid MOGILEVSKIY as a tremendous source of information on the 
Soviet black market and high-level governmental and Party corruption. 
For additional information on Mogilevskiy, see SX-23635 and paragraph 
143 of the Preliminary Knowledgeability Debriefing of Subject.

12. DEBRIEFER'S ASSESSMENT OF EMIGRE:

Subject is a woman cf limited education and limited intellectual 
capabilities. She is not politically roriveted and mted livi-g in th? 
USSR not because cf its political system, but because she couldn't get 
what she wanted in a material sense. She strikes ice as being frivolous 
and flight?.’ and probably wculi have no compunctions about fidelity to her 
husband should the appropriate opportunity for an extra-marital liaison 
arise. She is obviously lacy and uninformed about many things. She 
appeared to know even less about the structure of the Soviet government, 
Party, educational system, and society than did her debriefer. She 
probably read very little of anything in the USSR and, in America, will 
probably devote nest of her attention to the television set. She is 
impressed with names and money -- the only questions she asked -re as her 
debriefer -ere in regard to the latest fashions, and who was sleeping
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’.dth when in the "jet set" -- she seemed particularly faset-jsted by 
Jackie Onessis. As her intellectual and academic abilities are 
severely United, it was not surprising that Subject got comfused 
about places of work, geographical locations, nationalities, etc. 
At one point, when I was trying to find out the country of assigTEent 
of a Soviet diplomat she knew, s?m asked cm to come all the countries 
of Euro; e. hhen I got to Spain she said "ah, that’s it"’

Nevertheless, there was no suspicion in icy mind that Subject
was lying. Sice nay have exaggerated or stretched the truth at tines 
in order to please ne and encourage no to continue the debriefing 
farther (in order for her, to earn tore money), but I do consider that 
what she said was basically true as she understood it.

As far as CI apprehensions are concerned, I personally feel
Subject is too limited intellectually to be used effectively by any 
intelligence service and I doubt the KGB would have picked her out to 
penetrate the emigration.

13. POSSIBLE ENLISTMENT OF SUBJECT’S ASSISTANCE TO FUTHER OPS 
LEAD RECRLTu-Z.T

This was not even broached with Subject, and I don’t think 
it ever should be.

14. TRACES CN INDE.TDUALS MENTIONED IN THE PRELIMINARY 
K?&IADGEA3ILilT DEBRitr ING:

A. PKD page 2, paragraph 9-C, Subject’s instructor at the 
hairdressing school Nina Fedorovna IVANOVA. There are no traces on IVANOVA.

B. PKD page 4, paragraph 3, Galina Davidovna EABUSHKLNA.
See SX-23642 dated 30 July 1974 for traces and additional AESHYLOCK/2 
information on 2ABUSi£<INA.

C. PKD page 4, paragraph 4, Alla MiXESHINA. See SX-23623, dated
23 June 1974, for traces and additional AESHYLOCK/2 information on 
MANESH INA.

D. PKD page 4, paragraph 5, Marina and Yevgeniy SHTERN who
migrated to the United States in the spring of 1973 are the subjects 
cf 201-915125. There is little information in the file to add to 
AESLYLOCK/2 ’ s information.

E. PKD page 4, paragraph 5, Subject’s acquaintance Polina 
ZALTSMAN. There are no traces on
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f *ZALTS-«;> Polina
J SEX: F
S 0035! POB:
? CIT: USSR
| OCC: Hairdresser
I LOG: USSR, Fbsccw

| Known to 201-C926536. ZALTSVAN is employed at the exclusive
| Salon Hunter One on Kuznetskiy J'ost which is patronized by high party
| wives. ZALTS?^; wants to emigrate.
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F. PiD page 4, paragraph 6, Subject’s acquaintance Klavdiya 
OGURTSOVA. There are no traces on

^OGURTSOVA, Klavdiya
SEX: F
DOB: C1929
POB: USSR, Moscow
CIT: USSR
CCC: Hairdresser
LOC: USSR, Moscow-

Known to 201-926336. {•■aster hairdresser at Salon Number One. 
on Kuznetskiy Most. Does the hair of high ranking Party wives. Trusted 
Party member. Son Andrey CGIKTSOV is a student at an aviation acadeny. 
Husband is an insignificant factory worker.

G. PKD page S, paragraph 7, Subject’s acquaintance Galina 
AYVAYZYAN. SB/BIO travel runs confim that AYVAY2YAN traveled to France 
in September 1970. There are no other traces on

*AYVAYZYAN, Galina 
SEX: F 
DOB: C1939 
POB: USSR 
CIT: USSR 
OCC: Hairdresser 
LOC: USSR, >bsccw

Known to 201-926S36. Works at Intourist Hotel salon. Does 
the hair of wives of visiting dignitaries. Husband Anatoliy works 
for 1-biseyev Dance troupe.

*AYVAYZYAN, Anatoliy 
SEX: M 
DOB: 
POB: 
CIT: USSR 
CCC: Costumer 
ICC: USSR, Moscow

11 
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to 2ul-92655o. Abrzs as wardrobe .manager for ; i
yoiseyn Dance Troupe, nife Godina is prerainent hairdresser at '
Intourist iz>tel. * . '

H. PZD page 6, paragraph 13, Subject’s mother Fayna Yakovlevna . , >
S0KCLX3KAYA. There are no traces an Subject’s mother. There are no 
traces on Nilvaii .* CCILEVSKTf cr .‘dkhail Solomonovich DLUGIX. .‘br are ;
there any traces on ;

*TSAP, Grigoriy Borisovich ■
SEX: M 
BOB: 31 December 1910 
POB: USSR 
CIT: USS?. 
OCC: Auto Mechanic 
LOC: USSR, Moscow

Stepfather of 201-926535. TSAP and wife Fayna Yakovlevna *
SOKOLOVSKAYA are pensioners who hope to siigrate to the USA. : ,

I. PKD page 6, paragraph 14, Subject's twin sister Vera 
Mikhaylovna DLUGI.NA. There are no traces on DLUGINA.

J. PhD page 6, paragraph 14B, Subject's half-brother Leonid ;
Mikhaylovich .MOGILEVSKIY. See SX- 23635 for traces and additional 
AEShYLKT/Z inf creation on yOGILEk'SKIY. . '

15. TRACES ON INDIVIDUALS 5E.TICNED IN TIE INTERNAL SUPPLEMENT TO
THE PRELMUNARY kM^LEECEASiLIP: EEERIEFING: > '

A. ISPKD page 1, paragraph IB, William MARTIN is identical 
with William Hamilton MARTIN (2G1-2S2338), born 27 May 1931 in Colucbus, 
Ga. Martin was an employee of the National Security Agency until ;
June 1962 when he detected to the USSR. ;

B. ISPKD page 2, paragraph IC, the icathanatician at the Serpukhov ' 
Atomic Center Eric LNU. There are no traces on Eric LNU. : •

C. ISPKD page 3, paragraph 2H(1) actress Yelena BYSTRITSKAYA •
is idinticci ;.lth the b.ltna A’.rccztc.'na BYJTTJTSKAi'A, bom April 1928, 
who visited Finland in 1956, the UK and Netherlands in 1961 and West '
Germany in 1959. There are no identifiable traces on BYSTRITSKAYA'S 
husband locr LNU.

D. ISPKD page 4 .paragraph 2H(4) Gennadiy ANTONOV is possibly , •
identical with Gennadiy ACSTv f291-857957), born 5 April 1938. ANDSOV 
has been assigned to the Soviet Embassy in Copenhagen since September 1969. 
Otherwise there are no traces .on
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Gennadiy
SEX: M
DOB: C193S
PO3: USSR
CIT: USSR
OCC: MFA Fsplovee
LCC: '

Known to 201-=2o536. Possibly identical with Gennadiy ANOSOV 
(201-857957). Subject speaks English, graduated from Institute of Foreign 
Relations, and has daughter Natalya (DOB 1964) who did not accompany 
parents abroad. Wife is tall and fat.

E. ISPKD pace 5 paragraph 2H(5) Subject's acquaintance 
Lev AMBARYAN traveled to France in September 1970. There are no other 
traces on .

*.VEARZAN, Lev Grigoryevich 
SEX: M 
DOB: 1 November 1925 
POB: USSR 
CIT: USSR 
CCC: Barber 
LOC: USSR, Ntoscow

Known to 201-926536. Director of Charodeyka beauty salon. 
Subject is KCSYGIN's personal barber. Occasionally travels abroad. 
Wife Tamara works at Charodeyka salon as a barber.

F. ISPKD page 5 paragraph 3B(1), alleged KGB informants 
Tanya and Anatoliy are probably identical with Anatoliy Petrovich 
NDISEYEV (201-909939) and his wife Tatyanna. NDISEYEV arrived in Iran 
in September 1972 as an eployee of the Soviet Embassy. He is possibly 
the son of P.I. MOISEYEV, Chief of Mechanization of Construction 
Department of the State Cccnittee for Construction Affairs (GCSSTROY). 
There are no other traces on

*NDISEYEV, Anatoliy 
SEX: M 
DOS: C1935 
FOE: cSSR 
CIT: USSR 
OCC: Engineer 
LOC: USSR, Moscow-

Known to 201-926536. Source alleges that Subject is a KGB 
informant. Subject works as construction engineer for a research institute. 
Lives on Ulitsa 26 Bakinskikh Kon-missarov, house 3, korpus 3.
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G. ISPiS page 5 par-graph 53f2), Subject’s acquaintance 
Tamara J2ELODGVA ar^i her husband Vasiliy XEiJiASUV. There are no traces 
on KrijLGDCVA or ICE<?ASGV.

H. ISPKD page 7, paragraph IDA, Subject's acquaintance Lev 
GRDZOVxCIY. There are no traces cn GRDZUVSKIY.

I. ISPKD page 7, paragraph 1G3, Subject's acquaintance 
Tatyana ZAREDSKAYA. There are no traces on

‘ZAREDSKAYA, Tatyana 
SEX: F 
£>33: C1929
P33: USSR, Moscow
CIT: USSR 
CCC: Dentist 
LOC: USSR, Moscow

Known to 201-926536. Subject is a dental surgeon. She is 
Jewish and a Party necber. Now carried to her second husband Petr LNU. 
She is considering emigrating.

J. ISPKD page 8, paragraph 10D, Subject's acquaintance Galina 
SERGEYEVA. There are no traces on

‘SERGEYEVA, Galina
SEX: F
EO3: C1952
FG3: USSR, Moscow
CIT: USSR
CCC: Secretary

Known to 201-926536. Former MFA secretary. Divorced from a 
foreign black student. Has been arrested for black market dealings.

K. ISPKD page 8, paragraph 10E, Subject's second cousin 
Sofiya SSURLKA. There are no traces on

‘SHURINA, Sofiva
SEX: F '

CxbOU
PO3: USSR
CIT: USSR 
CCC: Music teacher 
LOC: USSR, Moscow

Known to 201-926535. Piano teacher. Black marketeer. Has a 
large circle of friends among diplomats and foreign students.
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